About ROCKWOOL Group
There are many plans for green transformation in the world. Some have visions and goals for it all
to be better in 2030 or 2050, but at ROCKWOOL we have an ambition to be at the forefront when
it comes to sustainable transition. As a large production company, we are obliged to make an
effort where it really matters. Hence the great investment in technology development that makes
us independent of fossil energy.
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A really big difference - right away
In January 2021, we switched to biogas at our two Danish factories. A change that had great
significance right away. And with our green transition, our products achieve a significantly lower
CO2 footprint. This means that our customers can choose ROCKWOOL products with an even
better conscience. ROCKWOOL Group is a world leader in rock wool solutions which includes
building insulation, industrial and technical insulation in the process industry, marine and offshore,
tailor-made solutions for industrial applications, wall and facade systems, acoustic ceilings,
horticultural substrate solutions, engineered fibre solutions, climate protection as well as noise and
vibration control.

Sustainable noise fences for a quiet
and comfortable living environment

A crucial step towards a green future
A really big difference - right away

70%

CO2 reduction

Our approach to sustainability
We take our responsibility for the environment very seriously. We comply with the ROCKWOOL
Group award-winning environmental responsibility policy. Our stone wool acoustics are 100%
recyclable and non-flammable. The quality of our products and a responsible environmental policy
are key elements in the way we work.

Noistop is distributed by our European
dealer network.

Noise pollution is where ambient sound exceeds accepted comfort levels. Over time,
undesirable noise can have serious health effects – either directly or indirectly. More
than 40% of Europeans are exposed to noise that affects their health. Noistop fences
are designed to reduce traffic, residential, commercial and industrial noise. Noistop
prevents noise pollution and helps people enjoy a more peaceful living and working
environment.

Please contact:

lapinus.com/applications/fences

Unique features
Noistop fences have a core of stone wool elements,
caught in steel or wooden frames. The stone wool core
effectively absorbs noise, by 8 to 11 dB. Noistop is a brand
of Lapinus, part of the ROCKWOOL® Group. The sound
resistant and noise absorbing stone wool core of Noistop
fences shares the unique features of all other ROCKWOOL
products, such as durability, environmental friendliness,
longevity and fire safety. Also, the stone wool core is 100%
recyclable.

Sleek design
Noistop combines excellent acoustic qualities with sleek Scandinavian design. Various product
series – such as Noistop Wood and Noistop Steel – have been created to meet different aesthetic
demands of end customers. Noistop Steel is designed with the possibility of having climbing
plants covering the fence; perfect for meeting the customer’s need of the noise fence blending in
with the surrounding nature and greenery. Noistop Wood is a beautiful Scandinavian-style wooden
fence. So there is always a variant that matches perfectly with the desired design of the fence.
The final results are decorative and slim fences.

At Lapinus, we are dedicated to provide solutions that will enable everybody to improve the
future. Within the global industry, we identify trends and challenges, driving the development
of tomorrows’ products.

Easy-to-install and multifunctional application
The slimline modules are available in different sizes, making it easy to fit them in between trees
and bushes already in your garden or property. The modules should be installed between steel
posts for a long lifetime of the fence. Noistop is suitable for many applications such as residential
gardens, industrial facilities, commercial and public areas.

